Liverpool
Liverpool, an international waterfront city, is instantly recognisable and built on an illustrious heritage that
stretches back 800 years. Liverpool was awarded European capital of culture for 2008 and has a global reputation
for sport, music, architecture and a wealth of culture for students to explore. The people of Liverpool are
renowned for their friendliness, be sure to chat to the locals whilst exploring this beautiful city.
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cost of living
One of the lowest
cost cities to live in,
in the UK...
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Tube of toothpaste

£10

1 month of gym
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Liverpool is situated in the heart of the North West of England.
Liverpool has great transport links to neighbouring Manchester,
The Lake District and it takes just over two hours to get to London.

Edinburgh

Liverpool airport - Convenient cost effective
flights from Liverpool
Manchester airport

DUBLIN

MANCHESTER
Liverpool

Liverpool to Dublin 30 minutes by plane
Liverpool to Edinburgh 3hr, 49 minutes

LONDON

Liverpool to London 2 hours by train

